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1 Abstract
The main object of this thesis is the study of algorithms for automatic information processing and representa-
tion, in particular information provided by onboard sensors (2D and 3D), to be used in the context of driving
assistance. The work focuses on some of the problems facing todays Autonomous Driving (AD) systems and
Advanced Drivers Assistance Systems (ADAS). The document is composed of two parts. The first part de-
scribes the design, construction and development of three robotic prototypes, including remarks about onboard
sensors, algorithms and software architectures. These robots were used as test beds for testing and validating
the developed techniques; additionally, they have participated in several autonomous driving competitions with
very good results. The second part presents several algorithms for generating intermediate representations of
the raw sensor data. They can be used to enhance existing pattern recognition, detection or navigation tech-
niques, and may thus benefit future AD or ADAS applications. Since vehicles often contain a large amount of
sensors of different natures, intermediate representations are particularly advantageous; they can be used for
tackling problems related with the diverse nature of the data (2D, 3D, photometric, etc.), with the asynchrony of
the data (multiple sensors streaming data at different frequencies), or with the alignment of the data (calibration
issues, different sensors providing different measurements of the same object). Within this scope, novel tech-
niques are proposed for computing a multi-camera multi-modal inverse perspective mapping representation,
executing color correction between images for obtaining quality mosaics, or to produce a scene representation
based on polygonal primitives that can cope with very large amounts of 3D and 2D data, including the ability
of refining the representation as new information is continuously received.
Thus, the main focus is on the development of algorithms and techniques for enhanced representation of
onboard sensor data. Finding alternative sensor data representations is very useful, since it may improve the
effectiveness of algorithms used in the perception of road-like scenarios. Additionally, these intermediate
scene representations may be advantageous since they are devised to cope with the large amounts of data, thus
enabling real-time computation. One example is the Velodyne laser, which is now considered a standard in
autonomous vehicles, but that generates 1.3 million range data points per second. It was shown that classical
approaches (such as 3D triangulations) are unable to process such large amounts of data in real-time. A new
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approach is proposed which is six times faster than alternative methodologies. Another advantage of interme-
diate representations is that they can cope with the asynchrony of the data in multi sensorial setups. This is
particularly important, since that autonomous vehicles are equipped with a vast number of sensors of varied
nature. In detail, the following contributions were made:
• A multi-camera multi-modal Inverse Perspective Mapping methodology that uses data from a Laser
Range Finder to enhance the IPM resulting image. Results have shown that the images produced by
this approach are more precise than images computed using the classical IPM approaches [1];
• Three alternative color correction algorithms for obtaining quality mosaics. Results have shown that
these techniques are more efficient and robust than the state of the art [2, 3, 4];
• A methodology based on geometric polygonal primitives, that computes an accurate geometric scene
representation in approximately one sixth of the time of the fastest 3D triangulation approach tested.
Additionally, a method was proposed to refine the polygonal primitive based representation over time;
• A methodology for texture mapping the geometric polygonal primitive representation using Data Depen-
dent Triangulation. Additionally, a methodology for refining the models texture over time was proposed;
• The integration of some of the algorithms described in previous lines into three robotic prototypes. Test-
ing and evaluation of the algorithms in real platforms used in several competitions [5, 6, 7].
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